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WHO KNOWS HIS CUSTOMERS GETS THE BUSINESS! 

Anyone who has presented an object, an antique, a piece of art or any product to different people is familiar with the 
phenomenon: some viewers like the object, others do not. Another peculiarity is also apparent: it is always the same 
people who decide on a certain type of design, even though the objects are completely different. 

Be it clothes, accessories, furniture or technical equipment. This shows that people have a strong sense of the visual 
appearance of the environment and tend to develop personal preferences. These personal preferences result in the 
individual selection of the surrounding objects. This personal selection is referred to as the personal style.  Although this is 
considered to be very individual, these personal styles resemble each other to such an extent that they can be summarized 
in different style groups. 
 
Because human perception is selective, the persons in a group identify the features of their own style very well and tend to 
sort out information which was meant for other style groups. Hence, every style group creates its own culture by 
developing its own demands and satisfying them with suitable products. After some time, the style groups differ so much 
that society forms different lifeworlds whose members are focussed so intently on their own style that they hardly 
recognise other information meant for other lifeworlds (more on this effect under "design point of sale") 

 
In Central Europe, research on lifeworld categorises 
consumers in seven lifeworlds or style groups. These 
groups are arranged in a comprehensible matrix, 
which shows the conservative or modern view of life 
set in relation to the demand for aesthetic quality. 
Further qualitative observation facilitates the 
allocation of brands and products to the different 
lifeworlds of the style groups. 
 
When introducing a new product to the market place, 
this knowledge of the lifeworld and the specific style 
groups can be used to identify possible target groups 
which are not adequately covered by existing 
products. The example shows the positions of the 
most important brands represented in the German 
automotive market. 
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When the flat target group matrix is converted to a volume, this system offers a very detailed but yet very systematic view 
of the market place. By dividing the market volumes into upper, middle, and lower price ranges, the active brands or 
products can be positioned vertically on the basis of the average price of the model. 
 

In this representation, gaps immediately 
become obvious. In the example, it is clear 
that the lifeworld of the trend-oriented and 
the adventurous is only sparsely covered in 
the middle and upper price range. These 
groups are looking for unique and unusual 
products and are willing to pay high prices 
for brand-name products that reflect the 
modern attitude of the owner and hence, a 
large market volume exists. 
 
Manufacturers could make optimal use of 
this gap by placing the new SUV cars here. 
The stunning success of the SUV cars can 
therefore be explained by the relatively low 
density of suitable products in these target 
groups. 
 
Once identified, the free market may be investigated to determine some form of language, colour moods or materials that 
best address the style group. Pictures and other information about specific outlets, the most popular brands and successful 
products as well as their means of communication can be collected to obtain all market-relevant information. This helps 
significantly in defining the selected goal and paves the way for the coordination of the various product-related activities 
such as development, manufacturing, communications and sales. 
 
In addition, the means of communication, the product and the product environment can be verified by volunteer subjects 
of the specific style group thus leading to an enormous increase in accuracy.  
 
 
The style group methodology gives the client and SYNTHESIS a clear view of the consumers and the market place.
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	KENNEN SIE IHRE KUNDEN?
	Mit Kenntnis der Stilgruppen, der dort bevorzugten Produkte, Marken und Medien können vom Wettbewerb unzureichend abgedeckte Zielgruppen und Preislagen identifiziert werden.  Das Beispiel zeigt die Verteilung der wichtigsten deutschen Automobilmarken.
	Hier fällt auf, dass z.B. der Bereich der Trendorientierten und Experimentierfreudigen in mittlerer und oberer Preislage wenig besetzt ist.
	Da diese Gruppen besondere und ausgefallene Produkte suchen und bereit sind, für bekannte Markenprodukte hohe Preise zu zahlen, konnten die Hersteller dies gut für die Platzierung der neuen SUV-Modelle nutzen.
	Deren überraschender Erfolg lässt sich so aus der relativ geringen Angebotsdichte für diese Zielgruppen erklären.
	Einmal identifiziert wird das freie Marktsegment genauer untersucht, bestimmte Formensprachen, Farbstimmungen oder Materialien, die die Zielgruppe am besten ansprechen, werden ermittelt. Mit Bildern und anderen spezifischen Informationen zu zielgruppe...
	Zusätzlich ermöglicht dieses Zielgruppensystem, alle Aktivitäten zur Markteinführung mit Probanden aus der Zielgruppe zu verifizieren. Das erhöht die Treffsicherheit der Kommunikationsmittel, des Produktumfelds und des Produktes enorm.
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